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***This is Book 2 of the Soul Series. You MUST read Book 1, My Soul to Keep, first.***RHYSONShe
doesn't wear my ring.We never stood before a preacher.The only vows exchanged were between
our bodies; between our souls.But she was mine and I was hers until I ruined it. I have to believe
that every day, every step, every breath brings me closer to making things right.To making her mine
again.KAII've seen promises broken.I know love makes no guarantees.But things were different for
Rhys and me, until he lied, and I walked away. Only there's a chain between our hearts that I can't
break. Even if I forgive him, a shadow from my past hangs over us; over this love that reaches all
the way down to my soul.
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Down to My Soul (Soul #2) by Kennedy Ryan5 stars!!!â€œSometimes our best intentions come with
our worst decisions.â€•I adored the first book in this series and was a little reticent to read this one at
first as I had extremely high expectations. My Soul to Keep was my first Kennedy Ryan read and
she totally captivated me with her lyrical writing, intense character connection and Kai and
Rhysonâ€™s all-consuming story. Well, I neednâ€™t have worried because Kennedy Ryan

delivered once again, in spades. This is the continuation of Kai and Rhysonâ€™s story, therefore
you need to have read My Soul to Keep first.Down to My Soul continues where My Soul to Keep
finished and once again I was thrust into the lives of Kai and Rhyson, full throttle, with intensity,
emotion and once again passion. With fantastic dialogue that keeps the reader thoroughly engaged
Kennedy Ryan totally captivates you from the offset and while their lives were never going to run
smoothly these two throw their all into trying and at the end of the day that was all I could hope
for.â€œThereâ€™s no happiness without you anymore. This didnâ€™t have to happen.â€•Being
friends first and foremost really gave a fantastic foundation for Kai and Rhyson and knowing
everything about the other has its pluses and negatives. These two can read each other like an
open book so when one is hiding from the other, they know.Rhyson really puts his heart and soul
out there in this book and Kennedy Ryan captured this perfectly. Emotionally brutal at times
Kennedy Ryan draws you in to his inner turmoil and his fight to keep Kai by his side. His growth
throughout was a necessary evil but it was great to watch him finally really trust and give his all to
his forever love.

This was the closing of my review for My Soul to Keep (Soul Series Book 1).When I finished my
heart took a plunge. But, a love like theirs has got to survive. I have faith in Pep and Rhyson's "live"
(you will understand when you read the book). I cried, because life can be cruel and mistakes have
a way of coming back to bite us. But, I have to believe that love will conquer. I am anxiously waiting
for part 2...bring it on.Now I have read Down to My Soul (Soul Series Book 2) and this quote says it
all:"Can people love like that?" "I mean, can people love you no matter what? In the deep calls out
to deep kinda way?"This book is so good. I am in love with Rhys and Kai, I am right there in the
middle of their love. Rhys is so special in so many ways. The first book ended when Kai leaves on
tour to get away from Rhys. She was hurt by his actions and needed the distance to think clearly.
She also needed to proof to herself and the world that she could make it on her own and not
because of him.Rhys waited patiently, never giving up. He would call and text her every single day.
This story is about loving and forgiving. Loving so much and so deep, that when the other person
hurts you, your love doesnâ€™t falter. Love so deep you want to protect the other person from any
kind of hurt. Realizing, you have to let them go through the hurt, the pain, the despair. But, be there
for them when they are ready.Right in the center of their love is a mystery to solve. Kai is keeping a
secret from Rhys. Her past has come back to haunt her. A past that she is sure will kill the love that
he has for her.

Kai and Rhyson are defiantly one of my top OTPâ€™s and this book just cemented it! Ryan has
really woven a story that is both fun/entertaining and deep/emotional. This story really sucks you in
from page one and never lets go. If you have not picked up the first book, My Soul to Keep, go now
and buy it so that you can participate in this beautiful, epic love story too.I LOVE Ryanâ€™s writing.
It is so beautiful and well-crafted. I found myself re-reading sentences just to be able to soak up the
deeper meaning and the emotion entwined into every word. This book is defiantly full of passages I
highlighted because they are something I want to come back to re-experience again and again. This
book quickly advanced to my re-read pile, which is really hard to do seeing as I donâ€™t really enjoy
revisiting stories unless they affect me on a deeper level.Ryan is a genius story crafter. This one,
just like the first, was very entertaining and drew me in. I do have to say that I did have one issue
with the plot, which is why I did not rate this book 5 stars. I hate when the issue of
miscommunication is used to drive the plot forward, especially when that same plot point was used
in the previous book. I also felt like the resolution of this conflict was rushed and the ending felt very
abrupt. However, everything in-between was fantastic and I still found myself intrigued to keep
reading well into the night.I really enjoyed watching the characters continue to grow in this story. Kai
became stronger and more self sure. Some of her decisions did grate on me, but it was not
annoying enough for me not to like the book. I absolutely, one hundred percent love Rhyson. He is
loyal, strong, protective and just overall amazing!
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